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The Inclusive Incarnation of Augustine’s The Christian Combat
Theologian Thomas Oden pointedly asks, “Is the Incarnation sexist?”1 In other words,
does Christ’s maleness convey a divine gender bias? Is male superiority woven into the very
fabric of the Christian story? Classic Christian consensus responds to such questions with a
resounding no, but this response is sometimes obscured by the patriarchal context in which the
church fathers lived and wrote. Of these, Saint Augustine of Hippo is perhaps the notorious for
his complicated views on women,2 and he has often been blamed by modern interpreters for the
persistent legacy of male superiority in the church and Western thought.3 Though Augustine’s
views were not unique among the fathers, they remain significant because of his stature as a
highly influential Christian philosopher and theologian.4
Because the pervasiveness of male superiority within the church is often traced to
Augustine’s legacy, an attempt to repair misogyny in the church is well-served by a retrieval and
re-examination of his views. Some modern theologians are undertaking just such a retrieval, and
finding in Augustine a surprising source of early Christian affirmation of women’s equal
inclusion in God-imaged humanity and equal participation in Christ’s redemption.5 For example,
Kari Børresen writes that although previously “dismayed by Augustine’s definition of female
subservience as a Godwilled part of the creational order,” her assessment has changed. Now,
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although she still sees Augustine as working within a flawed hermeneutic of “malecentered
conformity,” she also recognizes that his writings “advocate women's human equivalence as
strongly as possible within the limits of his patriarchal culture.”6
This paper will take up this task of Augustinian retrieval, examining his claims about
women in his brief and often-overlooked work The Christian Combat. There, Augustine clearly
affirms the redemptive significance, agency, and goodness of Mary’s female-sexed body in the
Incarnation. This text articulates the inclusion and victory of women in Christ’s redemptive work
precisely because of their femaleness, not in spite of it, a departure from patristic works that
merely make theological accommodations for women’s natural inferiority. When examined in the
context of Augustine’s broader corpus, The Christian Combat reveals “an inclusivist argument
embedded in the heart of patristic thinking on the Incarnation,”7 one rich in possibility for
modern application in a church still reckoning with its views of women.
The Christian Combat: Introduction and Scope
The extreme brevity of The Christian Combat merits a broader exploration of its themes
as articulated elsewhere in Augustine’s works in order to properly contextualize its claims about
women within the scope and purpose of the book. This paper will therefore first explore these
themes in depth before examining its arguments about femaleness.
Augustine’s stated purpose for writing Combat is to familiarize Christians with their
adversary, the devil, and to inspire confident participation in the sure victory of Christ: “In the
divine Scriptures we repeatedly read that we are to receive a crown if we emerge victorious. . . .
We ought to know, then, who that very adversary is, at whose defeat we are going to receive a
crown. It is he whom our Lord first overcame, so that, by abiding in Him, we might be
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victorious.”8 Christ’s conquest of the devil is a persistent theme in patristic literature, one that
signifies far more than a simplistic battlefield metaphor. Rather, the fathers see Christ’s victory
over the devil as a restoration of what was lost at the Fall: the image of God in humanity, the
union between God and his creation, and the conquest of the devil’s principalities and powers.
This theme of restoration runs throughout the works of Augustine’s substantial corpus,
frequently employing metaphors of victory and medicine to demonstrate the breadth of Christ’s
accomplishment. For example, this claim from De Civitate Dei employs the language of both
therapeutic restoration of life and victorious defeat of death.: “For just as the devil through pride
led humankind through pride to death, so Christ through humility led humankind back through
obedience to life.”9
Augustine evokes similar metaphors in De Doctrina Christiana, this time leaning more
heavily on the therapeutic element of Christ’s restorative work: “We used our immortality so
badly as to incur the penalty of death: Christ used His mortality so well as to restore us to life. . .
. He came as a . . . mortal to save us who are mortals, by death to save us who were dead.”10
Christ’s victory over death and the devil is at once his restoration of humanity to life. The
Christian life, then, is a call to participation in Christ’s healing victory: “in [Him] we can
participate and by participation reach our felicity.”11 This participation, this therapy, this victory
is the purpose of Christ’s incarnation: “God himself, the blessed God is is the giver of
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blessedness, became partaker of our human nature and thus offered us a shortcut to participation
in his own divine nature.”12
The Christian Combat implies a similar breadth of vision when it calls the Christian to a
life of “abiding in Him [that] we might be victorious.”13 Abiding in Christ is a means of
participating in Christ’s humility, obedience, and holiness so as to overcome the devil’s dominion
by participation in Christ’s redemption. Augustine concisely states this participatory work in
chapter 2: “We have a Master who has deigned to show us how invisible foes are conquered, for
the Apostle said of Him: ‘Freeing Himself of His body. He made an example of the principalities
and powers, confidently triumphing over them within Himself.’ Consequently, when invisible
and sinful desires are overcome, we then overcome the unseen power of our enemy.”14
Augustine’s reference to the Apostle’s words refers to Colossians 2:15: “He disarmed the rulers
and authorities and made a public example of them, triumphing over them in it.”15 The
immediate scriptural context makes clear that Christ’s disarming and triumphing is a result of his
incarnation, and that humans share in this triumph by their participation in the crucified life of
the incarnate Christ (2:9-14). For Augustine, then, holy living is a participation in Christ’s
holiness; victory over the devil is a participation in Christ’s victory; and this act of participation
is nothing short of the purpose of the Incarnation.16
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This exploration into the broader themes and context of The Christian Combat has shown
that it is concerned with the full redemptive purpose of the incarnate Christ Himself. Therefore,
whatever claims it makes about women are not of minor relevance to some peripheral area of
Christian doctrine, but at the very heart of the meaning of the Incarnation.
The Christian Combat: Claims about Femaleness
Augustine devotes considerable time in The Christian Combat to refuting heresies
surrounding the nature of Christ and creation. Among these is a heresy denying the fullness of
Christ’s humanity, claiming instead that Christ merely inhabited a human body without a soul,
and thus was not a theandric union but something more resembling divinity poured into a
container.17 This heretical belief seems to have also taken issue with the reality of Christ’s birth,
building an argument from Christ’s baptism in which the Spirit descends “like a dove” (Matt
3:16). The implied position of Augustine’s detractors seems to be: The Spirit’s assumption of a
dove-like form does not necessitate the Spirit’s being hatched from an egg, or visibly birthed at
all; why then must the incarnate Son’s assumption of human flesh necessitate a true human birth
from a female womb? This is the context in which Augustine makes his strong claims of female
inclusion in the redemptive purposes of the incarnate Christ, imploring his readers, “Let us
believe that a human nature, whole and entire, was assumed by the Word of God.”18
Augustine’s first appeal is to scripture itself; the same gospel narrative that reports the
Spirit’s assumption of a dove’s form also reports the reality of Christ’s birth. Why take the gospel
at face value regarding the dove, but question its veracity regarding the woman? “Accordingly, I,
too, believe that Christ was born of a virgin because I have read it in the Gospel. Now, the reason
why the Holy Spirit was not born of a dove, whereas Christ was born of a woman, is this: The
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Holy Spirit did not come to liberate doves.”19 Augustine’s seemingly tongue-in-cheek response
highlights two important bases for his arguments. First, that the Gospel account is trustworthy;
and second, that the form of Christ’s incarnation is inextricably linked with its purpose, which is
the liberation of humanity from the powers of darkness. At stake, then, in the reality of the virgin
birth is the authority of scripture and the redemptive purpose of God. Augustine then makes a
bold claim:
The Lord Jesus Christ, having come to liberate human beings, including both men and
women destined for salvation, was not ashamed of the male nature, for He took it upon
Himself; or of the female, for He was born of a woman. Besides, there is the profound
mystery that, as death had befallen us through a woman, life should be born to us through
a woman. By this defeat, the devil would be tormented over the thought of both sexes,
male and female, because he had taken delight in the defection of them both. The freeing
of both sexes would not have been so severe a penalty for the devil, unless were were
also liberated by the agency of both sexes.20
The Christian Combat is not the only instance of Augustine’s arguing the necessity and
fittingness of Christ’s female birth, though it is perhaps the most clearly articulated.21 Within this
compelling argument, several elements bear further discussion: female inclusion and female
victory.
Female Inclusion
Christ’s restoration of humanity required that he be truly human, and humans come into
being through childbirth. Because men cannot give birth physiologically, the incarnate Son must
be birthed by a female mother. Therefore, for both sexes to be assumed in the Incarnation and
equitably involved in human salvation, Christ must be male because his mother must be female.
This classical rationale for Christ’s maleness and Mary’s femaleness reveals a “central point of
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incarnation teaching”: “God was not ashamed of female and male bodies, or of human
embodiment, or of sexuality.”22
The necessity of Christ’s maleness has been argued by other rationale as well; for
example, the prophetic promise that the Messiah would come from the male Davidic line (e.g.,
Jer 33:14-18). Less palatably, patristic authors—including Augustine—have also argued for the
fittingness of Christ’s maleness for reasons of male superiority. For example, in his Eighty-Three
Different Questions, Augustine employs a similar rationale for the necessity of both sexes, but
from the opposite starting point:
When God sets free, he does not free a part, but he frees the whole of that which chances
to be in danger. Therefore the Wisdom and Power of God, who is called the only begotten
Son, has declared mankind's deliverance through the assumption of human nature. But
mankind's deliverance had to be evidenced among both sexes. Therefore, since it was
needful to become a man, which is the more honorable sex, it reasonably followed that
the deliverance of the female sex be seen by that man's birth from a woman.23
Passages like this reveal Augustine to be a man of his time, conditioned to view men as “more
honorable,” a point he makes without comment or explanation, implying that he simply assumes
his readers will share his view. Yet even in this male-centered interpretation, one glimpses what
Børresen calls Augustine’s “patristic feminism” in his insistence that both sexes be included in
human salvation because both sexes are made in the image of God. Other church fathers viewed
salvation as either the process of attaining perfected maleness (e.g., becoming a “perfect man” as
in Ephesians 4:13) or of restoring humanity to an asexual pre-fall imago Dei.24 Augustine, by
contrast, sees embodied maleness and femaleness as both created in God’s image, and thus both
22
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in need of restoration. Unlike his contemporaries, he does not see sexual differentiation as a
result of the fall, but as part of God’s original image-bearing intent.25 Even when he contradicts
his own reasoning about Christ’s assumed maleness and femaleness, he still honors femaleness
as equally image-bearing to maleness, and thus equally in need of the restorative work of the
Incarnation. To paraphrase his claim quoted above from The Christian Combat: “Let us believe
that a human nature, whole and entire, male and female, was assumed by the Word of God.”26
Situating Augustine among his contemporaries and within his own corpus reveals the
unique strength of his arguments for female inclusion in human salvation. This uniqueness is
further strengthened when one recognizes that within The Christian Combat, he “makes the
female birth-enabler the primary basis upon which the incarnate Lord was more plausibly to be
male.”27 To imagine Christ’s maleness in relation to Mary’s femaleness, and to take female
agency rather than male supremacy as his starting point, is a remarkable claim of sexual
inclusion in the incarnation.
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Female Victory
Augustine’s contribution in The Christian Combat provides still further grounds for a
female-affirming Christology in its imagery of female victory. Female agency, alongside male
agency, is described as a vehicle of redemptive reversal, human liberation, and conquest over the
devil.28 First, female agency is a vehicle of redemptive reversal in “the profound mystery that, as
death had befallen us through a woman, life should be born to us through a woman.”29 Mary’s
humble assent reverses Eve’s proud disobedience, and her womb provides all the human matter
of Christ’s incarnation by which all things will be restored. Against radical womanist
interpretations of Mary that view God’s “overshadowing” of her womb as akin to divine rape,30
Mary voices her willing consent: “Here am I, the servant of the Lord; let it be with me according
to your word” (Lk 1:35,38). Even Augustine ascribes “agency” to her, all the more notable
because his belief in female subordination (described above) would not require Mary’s agency,
only her passivity. Yet he cites Mary’s agency as essential to the liberation of her sex: “The
freeing of both sexes would not have been so severe a penalty for the devil, unless were were
also liberated by the agency of both sexes.”31
Augustine’s repeated mention of human liberation hearkens to Luke’s portrayal of Mary
in 1:26-55. There, Mary is not merely a representative female or a paragon of purity, but a
fleshed-out human being, one with a particular voice, will, ancestry, and messianic hope. Mary’s
reception of the angel’s call places her within a “long line of female liberators including Shiprah,
28
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Puah, Deborah, Jael, Esther, and Judith.”32 Further, Mary’s use of the term “slave of the Lord”
(1:38)—a phrase ascribed to Abraham, Moses, Joshua, and Daniel—conveys her acceptance of
her role in the redemption of her people, an acceptance then beautifully articulated in the
Magnificat (Lk 1:46-55). Augustine’s reference to Mary’s liberator status situates her within the
humanizing context of Luke’s gospel, where she demonstrates volitional faithfulness to God’s
purposes by her words and the offering of her womb.
Finally, The Christian Combat portrays female agency as conquering the devil: “By this
defeat, the devil would be tormented over the thought of both sexes, male and female, because he
had taken delight in the defection of them both.”33 A female victor would have represented an
especially humiliating blow to an enemy whose successful temptation of a female in the garden
ahd ushered in the fall of humanity. As described earlier in this paper, victory over the devil was
a key element of Augustine’s view of atonement and the stated purpose of the Incarnation. This
victory is the end of the Christian life, and The Christian Combat was written to instruct
Christians to participate in this victory.34 Thus Augustine’s imagery is not merely a smug delight
in the devil’s frustration, but a stirring cosmic picture of victorious female participation in God’s
redemptive purpose. Mary’s femaleness is an essential element of this victory, reversing Eve’s
gullibility in a decisive victory. Moreover, Mary’s womb ensures the full humanity of Christ and
thus his ability to conquer the devil’s works once and for all.35
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Augustine’s uniquely female portrayal of redemptive reversal, liberation, and conquest in
The Christian Combat together hallow Mary’s willing participation in Christ’s incarnation. They
present female agency as an essential and fitting element of the Incarnation. And they cast Mary
in a positive role that is distinctly female, emphasizing her humanity over her virginal purity.36
Conclusion
This paper has argued that The Christian Combat presents a patristic argument for an
inclusive view of the Incarnation. But why does such an argument still matter today? Surely
nobody today questions the efficacy of Christ’s work for both sexes, nor the ontological equality
of men and women as image bearers? Why press an obscure text for patristic precedence for
ideas that are already firmly rooted in modern Chrsitianity?
But however settled the matter of sexual inclusion may seem, many voices in the church
continue to critique Christianity’s views and treatment of women. Feminist theologians often
trace these problematic views to Christianity’s “fundamental exclusion of femaleness at the
divine level.”37 This exclusion is still felt acutely today in many parts of the church. In recent
years, for example, conservative American evangelicalism 38—typically no haven of feminist
theology—has experienced a groundswell of critique for its teaching on gender roles and
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sexuality. This critique has taken many forms, from the #ChurchToo movement39 to institutional
scandals40 to the popularity of recent bestsellers such as Beth Allison Barr’s The Making of
Biblical Womanhood and Kristin Kobes DuMez’s Jesus and John Wayne, and Aimee Byrd’s
Recovering from Biblical Manhood and Womanhood. Together, these voices and others accuse
evangelicalism of distorted, even dehumanizing views of femaleness.
Similar critiques have been leveled by feminist theologians for decades. Summarizing
and quoting the work of several prominent feminist theologians, Schumacher writes:
In contrast to [patristic] consciousness, our own cultural climate is one wherein “it is not
divinity-humanity, but the male-female dualism which bedevils. It is thus asked: how is it
possible that one sex—the male—is capable of representing and redeeming both sexes?
Can “a symbol which would appear to be necessarily male . . . be said to be inclusive of
all humanity”? And in reverse, how can a woman see herself “as made in the image of a
male God, a God whose human face is seen in the man Jesus”?41
While Augustine’s The Christian Combat offers no practical solutions, it challenges the
foundation upon which this critique is built, arguing persuasively that the incarnate male Christ
is, in fact, “inclusive of all humanity.” Augustine invites a creative re-examination of Christ’s
incarnation from the starting point of his female birth mother, an approach rooted in Christian
39
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tradition and the authority of scripture. Because Augustine often shoulders the blame for
Christian patriarchy and misogyny, a retrieval of his views holds potential for imagining a more
inclusive Christology without sacrificing consensual orthodoxy. To that end, The Christian
Combat is a fruitful starting point, rich in compelling imagery of female inclusion in Christ’s
incarnation.
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